MSU Control Instructions M-2

Used Fluorescent Bulbs
Proper Recycling Procedures

**Sources**
Buildings, Offices, Housing Units

Place Used Silver-End and Green-End Fluorescent Bulbs In Designated Box
(Box ends must be closed except when placing discarded bulbs in box.)

**Used Fluorescent (Silver-End and Green-End) Bulbs Subject to Universal Regulations For Recycling**

**NOTES:** Silver-End Broken Tubes Must Be Managed as Hazardous Waste:
- Marked with Hazardous Waste Label and Pick-up Tag
- Picked Up Only By the ORCBS (355-0153)

Used Bulb Boxes Must Be
- **Tightly Sealed**
  (Double Sealed If Bulbs Are Broken)
- **Labeled** “Used Electric Lamps”

Do not leave full boxes of used bulbs on loading docks for extended period of time.

**Call Office of Recycling and Waste Management (355-1723) For Pick-up**

MSU Ships Used Bulbs for Proper Recycling

**Purchase Only**
FLUORESCENT TUBES WITH GREEN ENDS

Used Green-End Bulbs Must Be Placed Back In Designated Box (Ends Sealed) for Recycling

**NOTE:**
Other universal regulated bulbs (HID, sodium vapor, neon, metal halide, incandescent lamps, compact fluorescent) must also be placed in designated container for recycling.